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In Buying America from the Indians, law professor and former attorney Blake Watson conducts an extensive investigation into the historical context surrounding the Supreme Court case that established early federal policy on Native land rights. In Johnson and Graham's Lesee v. McIntosh (1823) Chief Justice John Marshall ruled that Indigenous peoples did not own their lands based on the infamous doctrine of discovery. While the case has been denounced as "conquest by judicial fiat" and "an extraconstitutional fiction, " it remains the oft-cited legal precedent upon which many Indigenous land claims are settled to this day. Watson seamlessly integrates primary source material into the flow of the narrative, privileging readers to the original language alongside his own thorough commentary. Watson's mode of historicism portrays history as an ongoing process and demonstrates how decisive events emerge from a variety of actors fighting for divergent interests amid shifting alliances, opinions, and fortunes. Watson proves that prior to the Johnson v. McIntosh decision, land policy in the Americas was a highly contentious debate that was by no means settled.
The work is divided into an excessive eighteen chapters, which causes discontinuity and unnecessary repetition. At times the narrative devolves into a miasma of cluttered details that do not contribute to understanding the legal dilemma. While the extent of the historical research is impressive, it is unclear whether this volume is intended as an academic argument or a reference work. Written from a scholarly perspective that emphasizes the European settler-colonial context, the author's attention to Native concerns may fall short of the expectations of those immersed in Native studies.
Watson rightly proposes to emphasize the role of the Native tribes as actors in the struggle by asking why they decided to sell their land in 1775 and again in 1805, by examining how legal arguments affected their communities and by giving attention to what tribal chiefs had to say about the issue. Despite recognizing the Illinois and Piankeshaw leaders as decision-making agents, these early chapters fail to offer any insight into why these tribes decided to sell their land and read as a fated declen-sion narrative. While giving ample attention to the resistance efforts, battles, and arguments of Native tribes and leaders, Watson's colonial history focuses on eighteenth-century British attempts to counter the French, with Native tribes playing an intermediary role. However, Watson astutely complicates the often oversimplified set of contending forces by reminding us that in some cases different tribes held conflicting claims to an area, conquered land from each other, and in fact sold land occupied by enemy tribes. Watson brings to life the early debates of the 1600s through the voices of prominent French, Spanish, Dutch, and British intellectuals to prove there was never an agreement among Europeans concerning land rights. In many cases early settlers argued for Native rights in order to circumvent royal grants and proclamations to purchase land directly from the tribes. Even amid the pressure of western settlement, some seventeenth-century settlers such as Roger Williams argued for the absolute rights of Native peoples to their land.
Watson spends a considerable amount of time reviewing the maze of attempts made by eighteenth-century speculators to secure land, giving attention to the specific individuals such as George Croghan, William Murray, and the earl of Dunmore, who argued in favor of tribal rights in order to enrich their own claims. Framed against the backdrop of the American Revolution, the efforts of Founding Fathers such as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and Patrick Henry are cast into a new light as their involvement in land speculation takes center stage. Enraged by restrictive policies such as the Proclamation of 1763 and the Quebec Act, colonists argued against the Crown's title to land in the Americas. While at times Watson uncovers gems of legal history such as the circuitous application of the East Indian Camden-Yorke opinion to American Indians, much of the minute historical data does not advance the understanding of land rights or legal history.
Watson traces how during and after the American Revolution, land policy in the United States underwent two major shifts. In 1773 colonial intellectuals began to argue that the Crown was not the legal source of title to land in America and that colonists received title by buying directly from Native inhabitants. As the newly established federal government began developing its policy toward the Indians, the United States first contended that as conquered nations, the Indians had ceded all land rights to the US government by right of conquest. This opinion was soon abandoned for a policy centered on the right of preemption by which the US government asserted an exclusive right to buy land from Indians that preempted the claims of all others, including land speculators and private purchases. Native leaders, however, continued to argue for their right to sell to whomever they pleased. Federal officials maintained that they were not obligated to pay for Native land but did so as an expedient to bloodshed.
Watson Simultaneously an argument and a cultural record, The White Earth Nation: Ratification of a Native Democratic Constitution is a uniquely constructed collection of documents including the full text of the proposed Constitution of the White Earth Nation, bookended by a series of essays produced by authors Gerald Vizenor and Jill Doerfler and consultant David E. Wilkins, all of whom were closely involved in the writing and ratification of the Constitution. For the purpose of this review, I follow David J. Carlson's review of the Constitution in sail 23.4 in referring to the Constitution itself as the cwen. I refer to the subject of this review as Ratification, in order to distinguish it from the Constitution itself and to draw out the ways in which this collection is very much a narrative of public debate, political action, and, ultimately, democratic process.
